
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 4 

1. The alley Shaar Habarzel (SHAR ha-bar-ZEL) is on the western flank of this location, while the Bab Hatta 
approaches it from the north. In one interpretation, a name of this place is derived from the tribe that founded the 
cities of Isin and Larsa and could apply only to Gerizim (ge-ri-ZIM), though most overcome a topographical paradox 
relating to this place by suggesting a valley north of it was infilled by a king who built the House of the Forest of 
Lebanon and the House of the Pharaoh’s Daughter that once stood there. A defeated king, Ornan, once owned the 
northern part of this location which overlooks Gihon Springs. The Yeusefiya (yoo-se-FEE-ya) Cemetery is located northeast 
of this location, and a mosque there which is referred to as “the farthest sanctuary” is governed by an Islamic trust called the 
Waqf. The road Ophel (o-FEL) ascends to this location that separated the vales of Hagai and Kidron that is now a flatland 
between Mount Zion and the Mount of Olives. FTP, name this mountain associated with Abraham’s near sacrifice of Isaac 
which contains the al-Aqsa (al-AK-sa) Mosque and on which the Dome of the Rock was built over the ruins of the second 
Jewish temple in Jerusalem. 

Answer: Mt. Moriah or Temple Mount or Haram esh-Sharif or the Noble Sanctuary or al-Aqsa (before mentioned) 

2. A lake on this peninsula which is alternately called Seal Lake is the source of the name of its indigenous population, a 
community of which appears in the painting North Hendon. A mission to those people exists at Thom Bay, but is cut 
off from its main settlement due to west facing escarpments extending from Sagvak Inlet to Lord Lindsay Lake. At its 
southern end are Pangnikto Lake and Wrottesley Inlet. An explorer was forced to abandon the ship Victory after failing 
to circumnavigate this peninsula. Because currents in Bellot Strait north of its Murchison Point are too swift, westbound ships 
must jog north through the Prince Regent Inlet and the Barrow Strait, which surrounds Somerset Island off its northern coast, 
before entering Larsen Sound to its west. The first location of the geomagnetic north pole was located on this peninsula. FTP, 
name this peninsula responsible for a northern detour of the Northwest Passage west of the Melville Peninsula whose only 
settlement is the Netsilik community of Taloyoak (ta-lo-YOK). 

Answer: Boothia Peninsula or Kingngailap Nunanga 

3. The Canal du Laussat separates this city’s Chinatown, also known as Chicago, from its center. A festival in this city 
ends with the burial of a character named Vaval by black and white demons. The ruins of Fort Cépérou (se-pe-ROO) 
lie to the west of this city founded on the land of the Galibi people. This city’s main market is at the Place de la Coq, 
and the Merlet (mer-LAY) Fountain stands in the Place des Palmistes (PLAHS de-pal-MEEST) in this city. This city’s main 
ports include the old port of Larivot (la-ree-VO) and the Dégrad de Cannes on the Mahury River, which replaced a dock on 
the Îles de Salut (eels de sa-LUT), one of which once served the only functioning guillotine in the western hemisphere. That 
island must now be evacuated each time rockets launch from Kourou. FTP, name this Creole city, once home to the penal 
colony of Devil’s Island, located east of the primary Space Center of the European Union, and the capital of French Guiana. 

Answer: Cayenne 

4. A double example of this type of structure is known as the Krom at Daumantas. One of these structures houses the 
secret library of Sophia Paleologos. A usurper’s wife once is said to have escaped one of these structures by turning 
into a magpie; that one at Kolona is home to Marina’s tower and the Uspensky Convent. The easternmost example 
contains the bells of Uglich at Tobolsk. The Spaso-Evfiniev (SPA-so ev-FEEN-yev) Monastery Complex is sometimes 
incorrectly considered to be this type of building. The Qol-Sarif is the only mosque contained within this type of structure 
and is found in Kazan. The oldest example is referred to as Detinyets (de-tin-YETS) and contains the Palace of the Facets. 
FTP, name this type of fortress located at the center of cities like Rostov, Vladimir and Novgorod whose most famous 
example is the center of the Russian government in Moscow. 

Answer: Kremlins 

5. This landform’s largest lake is Chao Lan Lake, located in Kao Sok National Park. Tungka Bay and the Pakchan 
Estuary define the midpoint of this landform, north of which the Tenesserim Hills rise into the Bilauktaung 
Mountains. Kadan, Lanbi and Madan off the west of this landmass comprise the Mergui Archipelago, while its 
southern coastal islands include the Karst harbors of the Ko Phi Phi Archipelago. Several canals are proposed across this 
landmass, including one beginning at Bandon Bay and one connecting the cities of Ranong and Chumphon. The largest city 



serving this strip of land on the island of Phuket. FTP, name this isthmus that separates the Andaman Sea from the Gulf of 
Thailand and connects Asia to the Malay Peninsula. 

Answer: Isthmus of Kra or Khokkok Kra 

6. A national park to the southwest of this city contains the underground rivers of the Matacanes and the Chipinque 
(chi-PIN-kay) Reserve, which surrounds the Copete de Águilas. Its urban core is disrupted by the Cerro Topo and 
Topo Chico hills, which separate it from its suburb of Escobedo. The skeletons of this city’s steel industry are found in its 
Parque Fundidora. The Paseo Santa Lucia, the Plaza Zaragosa and the Barrio Antigua make up the center of this city on the 
Santa Catarina River which contains the Lighthouse of Commerce, the tallest structure of its Macroplaza. The Zetas once set 
fire to a casino in this city, and still control its neighborhood of Colonia Independencia. A battle fought in this city centered 
on the storming of the Cerro Obispado and its Bishop’s Palace. FTP, name this city at the foot of the Sierra Madre Oriental, 
the capital of Nuevo León and Mexico’s third largest city. 

Answer: Monterrey 

7. Languages spoken on this waterway include Koti, which is heard on Angoche Island, and Nathembo, spoken on the 
Sangange (san-GAN-ge) Peninsula. Namwani fishermen of the Querimba (ke-RIM-ba) Archipelago have been 
targeted for recruitment by a non-Somali al-Shabaab terrorist group operating on its northwestern shores. The 
Namuli Mountains terminate on this waterway, and the Bongolava (bon-go-LA-va) Plateau drains into it from the 
east, mainly through the Ikopa River, while it receives the Save and Lurio Rivers from the west. The ports of Toliary and 
Mahajunga (ma-ha-JUN-ga) lie on this waterway, as does an island whose chapel of Our Lady of Baluarte is the oldest 
European structure in the Southern Hemisphere. That island and this channel were named for a sultan encountered by Vasco 
da Gama. Cyclone Idai caused significant damage to its port of Beira in 2019. The islands of Europa and Mayotte mark the 
entrances to, FTP, what channel which receives the Zambezi River as it separates the island of Madagascar from its namesake 
nation? 

Answer: Mozambique Channel 

8. This region’s Sawi people once revered Judas Iscariot as the most venerable figure of the New Testament, but were 
converted to Christianity using an analogy to their cultural exchange of children to end wars. Language families 
found in this region include Lower Mamberano (mam-be-RA-no), Bayono-Awbono, and Geelvink Bay. A diplomatic 
sanction known as the salat jalan (sa-LAT ja-LAN) is necessary to visit many sites in this region, including the Dani 
people of its Baliem Valley. Michael Rockefeller disappeared when exploring this region’s Asmat area, and its tree-
dwelling Korowai tribe was only contacted in 1971. A low-level insurgency in this region began with the Arfai Incident, an 
attack on a military base on a peninsula referred to as the Vogelkop (VO-gel-kop), which is connected to the main body of 
this region by the Isthmus of Cenderawasih (jen-der-a-WA-sih). A mountain in this region’s Sudirman Range alternately 
known as the Carstenz Pyramid is the tallest island mountain on Earth. FTP, name this region containing the mountain 
Puncak Jaya (PUN-chak JA-ya), comprising the western portion of the island of New Guinea, ruled from Jayapura. 

Answer: Papua or Irian Jaya (prompt on “New Guinea”) 

9. The Attarwala of Gujarat claim to be an offshoot of this ethnicity. A western population of these people which is 
known as the Taimuri in one country and Khawari in another, dwell in the Sefid Kuh and are largely nomadic. 
Twenty-first century massacres involving these people have occurred at Yakaolang (ya-kaw-LANG) and in the 
Robatak Pass. Their Dai Mirdad Tribe dwells in the Dara-i-Suf of Samangan Province, although their greatest 
concentrations are found in the provinces of Daikundi, Bamyan, and Ghor, which is their traditional homeland, or “jat,” and 
their largest tribe is the Behsud. Many of these people worship at the Masjid Jamek, which is the largest Shi’a mosque in 
Kabul. FTP, name this Persian speaking third dominant ethnic group in Afghanistan following the Pushtu and Dari. 

Answer: Hazara 

10. Between its first two dams, this river crosses a low ridge of the Callaqui (ka-YA-key) Volcano before encountering the 
Huiri-Huiri (WI-ri WI-ri). Lake Icalma is a secondary source of this river which begins at the Galletué (ga-ye-TWE) 
Lake, the lower ancestral limit of the Pehuenche (pa-WEN-che) People. That people subsist on the nuts of a tree 
protected by a biosphere reserve centering on its upper reaches along with Conguillío (kon-gwi-YI-o) National Park, 
the monkey puzzle tree. A stretch of whitewater between its confluence with the Queuco (ke-U-ko) and Puente Quilaco (ki-
LA-ko) near Santa Barbara have been flooded by the Huequecura (we-ke-KU-ra) and Aguas Blancas Dams. Erosional silt 
due to deforestation has choked this river’s limit of navigation at Nacimiento, where it receives the Malleco (ma-YE-ko), and 
it absorbs the Laja (LA-ha) at San Rosendo. This river, which figures prominently in the La Araucana national epic, is 



crossed by the Juan Pablo II bridge, its nation’s longest, as it reaches the Pacific near Concepción. FTP, name this former 
northern boundary of the Mapuche lands, Chile’s second longest river. 

Answer: Bio Bío River 

11. A mythic creature found in this body of water was canonized as St. Muirgen (MIR-ken) and is the mermaid Liban, 
who was created as a result of springs that formed it. Tardree Forest is found on the shores of this body of water. 
Norman Round Tower is a covered tomb found on an island in this body of water which also contains Croaghan 
(KRO-wan) Island. Oxford Island, actually a peninsula, hosts a wildlife refuge on this lake which protects native birds and 
its endemic dollaghan trout. Traag Peninsula is located on the northwest of this lake, whose largest promontory is Gartree 
Point. Archaeological sites in this lake include Toome Bay and Coney Island, from which a submerged ridge known as St. 
Patrick’s Road passes south to Armagh (ar-MA). FTP, name this lake fed by the Blackwater, the Bann and the Main rivers, 
the largest in the British Isles, from which radiate 5 of the 6 counties of Northern Ireland. 

Answer: Lough Neaghach 

12. This city’s Butanta Institute is a world-leading producer of snake antivenin, and it is the capital of a state that 
administers a forbidden island infested by Golden Lanceheads. Vik Muniz constructed a panorama of this city made 
of garbage atop its Farol Santander skyscraper. This city hosts a large Japanese population in its Liberdade District, 
which is west of its largely Italian Bixiga (bi-SHI-ga). Much of its industry is north of its Agua Bránca neighborhood. 
This largest city in the Anhangabaú (a-nyan-ga-BAW) Valley contains the museum district of the Parque Ibirapuera (i-bi-ra-
PWE-ra) and the Siqueira (si-KAY-ra) Campos, a preserved rain forest. This city’s government meets in the Edifício 
Matarazzo (ma-ta-RA-tso), designed by Mussolini’s architect Marcello Piacentini (pya-chen-TEE-nee). The Rua Barão de 
Itapetininga (Ru-wa ba-RAO de i-ta-pe-ti-NIN-ga) bisects its center, the Triângulo, which includes its stock exchange, the 
B3, and the winding Edifício Copan of Oscar Niemeyer. This city in the basin of the Tamanduatei (ta-man-DWA-te) and 
Tiête Rivers is served by the port of Santos 30 miles to its south. FTP, name this largest city in Brazil. 

Answer: São Paulo 

13. The Diosso Gorge is a canyon of eroded red clays in this country. A southern border of this nation crosses the 
Cataractes Plateau, which is separated from the coast by the valley of the Niani River. The Crystal Mountains cross 
this country and climax at Mt. Foungouti. Its highest point is a giant iron deposit which also names a cylindrical tower 
in its capital alternately known as the Elf Tower. Northeast of the Sangha this country’s Likouala (li-KWA-la) department 
is characterized by swampland inhabited by the Mitaba and the Aka-speaking Babenga and its Batéké (BA-te-ke) Plateau is 
home to the M’Bochi (m-BO-chi). Nouabalé-Ndoki (nwa-ba-LAY-n-DO-ki) and Odzala National Park are its primary 
wildlife reserves protecting its population of forest elephants and lowland gorillas. This country’s main harbor is located on 
the Côte Sauvage (KOT sau-VAZH) in the land of the Vili. Its capital contains the Sacré-Cœur Cathedral, the oldest in 
Central Africa, as well as the aforementioned Nabemba Tower. FTP, name this country whose main port is at Pointe Noire 
and whose capital is Brazzaville. 

Answer: Republic of the Congo (“Democratic Republic of the Congo” is wrong, do not accept); accept Congo-Brazzaville 

14. The Skouries is a porphyry copper and gold mine in development on this landmass where lead and zinc are extracted 
at Stratoni. Amouliani (a-mu-li-YA-ni) Island lies off the coast of this landmass. A cave on at the base of its Mt 
Katsika is a source of fossils including the Petralona (pe-tra-LO-na) Skull. Cape Kanastralon (ka-NA-stro-lon) is the 
southern limit of this landmass that is separated from Mygdonia (mig-do-NI-ya) by lakes Bolbe and Koroneia (ko-ro-NEY-
a). The Cholomon (ko-LO-mon) Massif comprises its hard center which is home to Mt. Kissos, though two canals, one 
running from Tripiti to Nea Roda, and another terminating in the Toronian (tu-RO-ni-yan) Gulf, have been cut through two 
of its isthmuses. Its city of Neos Marmaras saw the presentation of the first draft of the European Union Constitution, though 
a promontory east of the Syngitic (sin-GI-tik) Gulf is the center of an access dispute with the EU concerning its ban on 
females. FTP, what is this Aegean peninsula whose three extensions are Kassandra, Cythonia (ki-THO-ni-ya), and Mount 
Athos? 

Answer: Chalcidice 

15. The Pothohar Plateau and Kangra Valley bound this international region to the north. The Margalla Hills in the 
western portion of this region contain the modernist Faisal Masjid Mosque. This region’s main language has Malwi 
and Majhi dialects and is written in both the Gurmukhi and Shahmukhi scripts. A religion that began in this region 
reveres holy ponds known as sarovars, has holy cities at Tarn Taran and Anandpur, and worships in shrines that include 
Kartarpur and Sultanpur Lodhi, as well as several other gurdwaras like the Harimandir (ha-ri-MAN-dir). Meaning “five 



waters,” FTP, name this region drained by the Beas, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej Rivers containing Sikh and Islamic 
adherents which names a Pakistani province with capital Lahore and a state with capital at Chandigarh in northwestern India. 

Answer: Punjab 

16. One people group living in this area is noted for albinos called the Sipu, who are responsible for battling an eclipse 
inducing dragon. In addition to the Kuna, a people governed from a village on the Tuira River inhabit this area, the 
watershed of the Chucunaque (chu-ku-NA-kay) River. That people, the Embera-Waunana hold sacred lands in a 
national park that protects, among other animals, the Harpy Eagle, and is adjacent to Los Katios, which protects the 
wetlands of the Atrato River Delta. The Serrania de Baudo and the Sierra del Sapo meet in this area in a range which peaks at 
Cerro Tacarcuna (ta-kar-KU-na). Its west coast stretches from Humboldt Bay to the Gulf of San Miguel, while Yaviza and 
Turbo are the endpoints of this impenetrable rain forest once plied by FARC rebels and outlaws. FTP, name this region 
characterized by a missing 54-mile stretch of Pan-American highway between Colombia and Panama. 

Answer: Darien Gap 

17. A people to its northwest refer to this mountain as Mt. Oibor. The Reusch (ROISH) Pit is a crater on this mountain. A 
dike swarm feeds its subsidiary cones of Kileo, Ol Merouk and Lerongo. The related Pare Mountains are visible to the 
southeast of this mountain’s summit. The Great Barranco is a deep gorge on this mountain whose Rombo and Kilema 
Zones define its rockfall risk to the south and east. The city of Moshi is the capital of a province with this name. The 
Engaruka (en-ga-ROO-ka) Plain separates Arusha and Amboseli National Parks to the northwest of this mountain whose 
Arrow Glacier is the source of the Pangani River. This 50-kilometer massif east of Mt. Meru is composed of its former 
Mawensi and Shira vents, as well as its central cone of Kibu which contains its highest point, Uhuru. FTP, name this subject 
of a novel by Ernest Hemingway located in northern Tanzania, the snow-capped highest point in Africa. 

Answer: Mt. Kilimanjaro 

18. A valley northeast of the Asagiri (a-sa-GI-ri) Plateau hosts this location, which is accessed through Tenjin-Toge Pass 
along a ridge which separates it from Lake Motosu. The Musaka Range bounds this lowland region to the north. 
Mosses cover lava tubes in this location such as Lake Sai bat cave, which like the nearby Fugaku Wind Cave and 
Narusawa (na-ru-SA-wa) Ice Cave are frozen most of the year. An ancient tradition known as ubasute (oo-ba-SOO-tay) was 
practiced well before the lost decade and the publication of a tragic novel by Seicho Matsumoto (ma-tsu-MO-to), both of 
which popularized activities at this location alternately known as Jukai, or the “sea of trees.” FTP, what is this large forest 
beneath Mt. Fuji known for being a popular place to commit suicide? 

Answer: Aokigahara (ubasate refers to the abandonment of the elderly) prompt on “forest of suicides” 

19. This feature’s transverse northern border contains the remains of a volcanic plateau known as Dutton Ridge. Its 
topography includes Eifuku (ay-FOO-koo), a liquid carbon dioxide spewing volcano known as a Champagne Vent, 
and the molten sulfur pools of Daikoku, which prior to their discovery only were known from Io. An eponymous 
microbiota forms the bottom of a food chain which also contains the xenophyophores, many of whom dwell in its Sirena 
Deep. This home of the class monothalamea (mo-no-tha-la-MAY-a) is continuous with features named Bonin and Izu to its 
north, and its lowest point was first visited by Jacques Picard and Don Walsh in 1960 using the Bathyscaphe (BA-thi-skayf) 
Trieste. FTP, name this trench east of the Philippine Sea, the home of the Challenger Deep, the deepest portion of the Pacific 
Ocean. 

Answer: Mariana Trench 

20. This city’s Chinese community is centered on its Zanja (ZAN-ha) Canal, while its large African-American community 
is headquartered in its Callejón de Hamel (ka-ye-HON de AH-mel). Its neighborhood of Atarés contains many of its 
“at-risk” structures, which lie near its Galainela (ga-lai-NAY-la) shipyards. That district was the former indigenous 
neighborhood of Guaicanamar (gwai-ka-NA-mar), now its district of Regla. The current incarnation of this city is 
founded on the ruins of La Chorrera and Mayabeque (ma-ya-BE-kay). Many of the streets in this city’s center pass 
under the Almendares (al-men-DA-res) River. This city contains a former university in its western suburb of Marianao (ma-
ree-AN-ow), and a functioning one in its neighborhood of Vedado. Its Palace of the Captains General stands on a Plaza de 
Armas first fortified by Hernan de Soto. Guanabacoa (gwa-na-ba-KO-wa) is located east of this city whose harbor is 
protected by fortresses on El Morro and La Cabaña (la-ka-BAN-ya). FTP, name this city on the Straits of Florida, the capital 
of Cuba. 

Answer: La Havana 



21. The highland lagoon El Junco in these islands is a rare source of freshwater, and another of their early communities 
was supported by a spring at Asilo de la Paz. A penal colony built the Wall of Tears in these islands’ Puerto Villamil 
(vi-YA-mil). A salt mine once existed on its Sugarloaf Volcano, which stands over a black sand beach which is home to 
a colony of heron-hunting crabs at Puerto Egas. High elevations on these islands are known to sport Scalesia forests, such 
as those on Crocker Hill. The largest member contains the volcanic landscape of the Serra Negra, and also includes Mt. Azul, 
the highest point in this chain. Punta Espinoza hosts colonies of penguins and cormorants on its Fernandina member. That 
member was known as Albemarle (AL-be-marl) to a figure who documented the high variability of its finches, and is now 
called Isabela. FTP, name this archipelago located at the triple point of the Nazca, Cocos and Pacific plates whose endemic 
species, including its marine iguanas and tortoises, were described by Darwin in 1835. 

Answer: Galapagos Islands 

22. This region’s early human population took refuge in a system of caves in the Aha hills known for its fossil river, as 
well as Arnhem Caves, and moisture from the world’s largest non-glacial subterranean lake enters it via Dragon’s 
Breath Cave. The Mother, Father and Child Hills are part of the Tsodilo Hills, a collection of pictographs known as 
the “Louvre of” this region. The Nossob, Auab and Molopo Rivers drain into this region. More than 200 new minerals, 
including gallium and germanium species, have been discovered in this region’s Tsumeb Mines, which are north of its 
Waterberg Plateau, and the Hoba Meteorite discovered in this region is the world’s largest. The Khutse and Tswalu Game 
Reserves protect populations of gemsbok in this region. The first genocide of the twentieth century occurred when wells were 
poisoned in the Omaheke extension of this xeric landscape, causing the Herrero to die en masse. FTP, name this semi-arid 
basin of eastern Namibia and western Botswana whose name means “the great thirst.” 

Answer: Kalahari Desert or Basin (Accept Omaheke Desert but anti-prompt on “Ngamiland” before the Arnhem Caves clue) 

23. This city was known to the Romans as Aeminium (e-MIN-i-yum). The Arzila Swamp is on the western edge of this 
city. A suburb of this city contains the Garden of the Quinta das Lagrimas, which was built on the spilled blood of one 
of its kings’ mistresses, Ines. This city’s upper town is entered by way of the Almedina Arch and a steep stairway 
known as the Rua Quebra-Costas, and is its Moorish district. Its Santa Cruz Church contains the tombs of its nation’s 
founding monarchs. This city’s main art museum is entered through the cryptoporticus of its ancient forum, and is the 
Machado de Castro. The core of this city is divided into the Se Velha (se-VEL-ya) and the Se Nova. This city’s main 
enterprise is entered by the Porta Ferrea and features the San Miguel Chapel and the Joanine (JWA-neen) Library which 
contains the original copy of Luis Camoens The Lusiads. FTP, name this great University town on the Mondego River in 
Portugal. 

Answer: Coimbra 

24. A form of sign language developed by a man named Kagobai was adopted by this island’s hearing population, but is 
now nearly extinct. The cultures on this island, which is surrounded by 250-foot cliffs, practice a form of resource 
sharing known as wantok, though the Baimango and Ngatonga peoples frequently war over land that was used for this 
island’s airport. Crocker’s sea krait and the laticauda colubrina, the only two freshwater seas snakes in the world, are endemic 
to a lake on this island. This island is indented at its center by the almost perfect semicircle of Kangava Bay. A UNESCO 
world heritage site centers on Lake Tegano in the east of this island, the largest lake on an island in the Pacific. This island 
makes up its nation’s southernmost province with nearby Bellona Island. FTP, name this second largest raised coral island in 
the world, the southernmost of the Solomon Islands, whose provincial capital is Tigoa, noted for hosting its nation’s main 
Polynesian population. 

Answer: Rennell Island or Mu Nggava 

25. A study by Andrei Zavrotsky found this phenomenon to be most intense in the Claras Aguas Negras as well as the 
Juan Manuel de Aguas National Park. This phenomenon, compared to the “dawn of the tropics” by an early 20th 
Century poet laureate, was referenced as the “beacon” of its region by geographer Agustin Codazzi (ko-DAT-si). 
When locally intense, this phenomenon caused by the convergence of two Low Level Jets may produce a type of non-
photochemical smog due to the large amount of ozone it creates. In La Niña years this phenomenon can cease for as much as 
two months, as the moisture confined by the Sierra de Perija (SYE-ra de pe-RI-ha) is no longer present to combine with 
methane from the lagunetas of its namesake, which combine near San Carlos. This phenomenon appears on the flag of the 
state of Zulia. FTP, name this atmospheric phenomenon which may have foiled a night raid on Maracaibo (ma-ra-KAI-bo) by 
Sir Francis Drake, a “continuous storm” over its namesake river in Venezuela. 

Answer: Catatumbo Lightning  



26. The Kindia Mine is a former Soviet bauxite operation in these highlands. The northern abutment of this area is the 
Massif de Tamgué, (ma-SEEF de tam-GAY) and that portion of this region saw the creation of the Nko script, which 
is now used to write its Eastern Maninkakan (ma-nin-KA-kan) language, an alternate to its more widely spoken Pular 
and Kakabe tongues. The Pic de Tibé is a high point in its southern section, which contains the iron-rich Simandou 
range, but also a large refugee camp at Nzerékoré (NZE-re-kor). Falls such as the Voile de la Mariée (VWA de la ma-REE) 
and the Chutes de Kinkon (shoots de kin-KON) attest to its watershed status, and rivers such as the Kogon, Bafing and 
Sassandra begin in canyons in these highlands whose largest river begins in the country of the Kissi near its town of 
Forokonia (fo-ro-KO-ni-ya). This plateau contains the peak Bintimani as well as the international tri-point of Mt. Nimba, 
which is shared by its nation as well as Côte d’Ivoire and Liberia. FTP, name this plateau of eastern Guinea which provided 
much of the gold wealth of the Empire of Mali. 

Answer: Fouta Djalon Plateau 

27. This city’s Jewish population was uprooted five times from various neighborhoods including the Falayhi Quarter and 
the al-Qasr, which lay atop the ruins of its Ghamdan Palace, the oldest known castle in the world. The last Jewish 
enclave departed its Qa al-Ulufi district in 1949, devastating its crafting industry and ending its 25-century presence. 
An 11th Century queen in this city became the only female ruler to have the khutba proclaimed in her name, Asma. The 
oldest known copy of the Quran was found at a mosque in this city. An Imam’s palace on the Wadi Dharr stands to the north 
of this city. The Bab al-Fardah and South Gate access the old portion of this city, which contains 6,500 multi-storied 
rammed-earth and white gypsum buildings, which are among the most endangered structures in the world due to bombing 
raids. This city was in the past supplanted as capital by Ta’izz, and more recently, as it was occupied by the Houthi 
Movement, Aden. FTP, name this constitutional capital of Yemen. 

Answer: Sana’a 

28. This feature marks a boundary between the Silurian High Fall sandstone and the Ordivician (or-do-VISH-an) 
Martinsburg Shale, and the failed Pahaquarry (pa-ha-KWA-ree) Copper Mine is directly north of it. Worthington 
State Forest protects the northeast flank of this feature. Before reaching it, the tributaries of Dunnfield and Brodhead 
Creeks are absorbed, and Pompey and Godfrey Ridges influence much of its hydrology. The anticipated flood zone of 
the delayed, then cancelled Tock Island Dam north of this feature provided the boundaries of a national recreation area 
which contains the Raymondskill Falls. This feature’s shape is defined by Mt. Minsi and Mt. Tammany. Like similar 
paintings of Lackawanna Valley (la-ka-WA-na), George Inness painted several views of this feature with trains, and several 
also feature steamboats. FTP, name this gorge separating the Blue and Kittatinny (ki-ta-TI-nee) Mountain Ranges located on 
a river between Pennsylvania and New Jersey. 

Answer: Delaware Water Gap 

29. Kallawaya (ka-ya-WA-ya) is the descendant of an isolate language spoken in this physiographic region. The 
Wankarani (wan-ka-RA-nee) Culture was centered around one of the lakes in this region, which are all remnants of 
Lake Tauca. A people whose ancestors carved out the Sejama (se-HA-ma) Lines built tombs called chullpas (CHUY-
pas) on this landscape. The peaks of Illampu (i-YAM-poo) and Ilimani define the eastern limit of this region that stretches 
west to a line between the volcanoes of Ampato and Licancabur (li-KAN-ca-bur). A southern portion of this region has the 
geomorphological designation Grossfalt, and is also known as the Puña, and extends into a region formerly known as the 
Litoral. The Desaguadero (des-a-gwa-DE-ro) River connects this region’s largest lake to Lake Poopó (po-PO), which has 
recently become as dry as its Coipasa and Salar de Uyuni salt flats. FTP, name this high plateau located between the 
Cordillera Oriental and Occidental of the Andes, which is mainly located in Bolivia. 

Answer: The Altiplano (anti-prompt on “Puña” or “Grossfelt”) 

30. The Nogoon Sum, or Winter Palace, in this city houses the relics of its last monarch, whose name also graces a 
highland area to the south of this city that was one of the world’s first protected forests. The Blue Sky Tower 
currently dominates this city’s skyline. An early Western mention by John Bell described a mobile monastery operating 
within this city in 1723. Its Gandan Monastery houses a 75-foot high Avalokitesvara (a-va-lo-ki-tes-VA-ra) statue and was 
home to the 13th Dalai Lama. Divided into 173 wards known as khoroos, it is located on the Tuul River, and is home to the 
Ikh Kural, its country’s unicameral parliament. In 1924 this city was re-organized around Sukhbataar Square following a 
people’s revolution. Bearing a name meaning “Red Hero,” this is, FTP, what capital of Mongolia? 

Answer: Ulaan Bataar 

 

 



Tiebreakers 

31. Cahills Crossing was an early ford established in what would become this location. The Ranger Uranium mine is 
controversially located at the center of this place. Yilikadjarr (yi-li-ka-JAR) is a wetland at this location that is home 
to its apex predator, and its Mamukala (ma-mu-KA-la) wetlands are home to one third of its nation’s bird species. 
Maguk Falls cascades into Barramundi Gorge in this location. The native Mungguy People have closed access to its 
Gunlom Falls, and its Jim Jim Gorge is subject to flash floods so severe it is only accessible by air during the rainy 
season. A panel known as Anbangbang in this park is a collection of pictographs which includes its iconic “lightning man,” 
Namarrkon, and is displayed on its Nourlangie (noor-LAN-ghee) Rock. This park’s Mangarre Rain Forest follows the South 
Alligator River in Arnhem Land. FTP, name this national park located in Australia’s Northern Territory known for its 
crocodiles, red rocks, waterfalls and Aboriginal art. 

Answer: Kakadu National Park 

32. The Dollabarat (do-LA-ba-rat) Reef is a nautical hazard on the southeast approaches to these islands which lies on the 
edge of the submerged Formigas Plateau. Their oldest known settlement is found on the Biscoitinho (bis-kwa-TEEN-
yo) Plateau, though a number of carvings on Monte Facho have been posited to belong to a cult of Tanit. A group of 
blue and green lakes said to have originated with a lovestruck prince and shepherd is found in its Sete Cidades area, 
and like the scalding Lago Furnas are caldera lakes. A poem of Alfred, Lord Tennyson describes an encounter in these 
islands involving Sir Richard Grenville, who pitted a single ship, the Revenge against 58 Spanish galleons. Much of the 
Alabama Claims centered on 69 ships sunk off one of these islands, including the Starlight. That island is the westernmost of 
this archipelago, Flores. Angra do Heroísmo is the judicial capital of these islands and rests on Terceira, while their most 
populated island is São Miguel. FTP, Ponta Delgada is the administrative capital of what group of Portuguese islands in the 
mid-Atlantic? 

Answer: Azores 

33. Slumping and faulting at this location, which is underlain by the Esna Shale, has exposed its panels to gypsum and 
salt intrusion. The Grand Cascade is a system of interfluves in this place beneath the Geir Al-Qurn. The ruined 
monastery of Deir el Rumi is found on a promontory of this location’s Valley of the Rope. Three shafts located in its 
southwest are the etymology of its Valley of the Three Pits, whose sites are labeled A through L which were constructed 
using a trail from the Valley of the Dolmen, and which are found at a higher elevation than the Valley of Amasis. 
Khaemwaset (khem-WA-set) and Amunherkhepshef (A-mun her-KEP-shef) are two princes who rest at this location. This 
location west of Deir el-Medina contained a large temple of Hathor, an homage to a figure that once occupied QV66, one of 
its 91 tombs. FTP, name this gorge west of Luxor, the resting place of Sitre and Nefertari located adjacent to the Valley of the 
Kings. 

Answer: Valley of the Queens or Ta-Set Neferu or Wadi al-Malekat 

 


